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Marina Documents —_ 

1. To Director & SAC from Washington Field Date is obliterated(check w 

other copies of this doc. in “Oswald in the Frame.” This is an account of SS 

interrogation of Marina on 11/24 /’63 from 4:00 P.M. to about 11 p.m. 

Tape sent to Chief of SS that night 

Shanklin to file, 11/26/’63 89-43-867 on p. 2 notes that Belmont advised 

that “wife is very hostile. . .and that Secret Service has her somewhere — we 

don’t know her present whereabouts definitely.” Supports divide bet. FBI 

and SS at this time. Dallas PD wanted FBI to take all the evidence. . . 

Hal to John Crewdson on FBI taping of Marina’s phone. . . 

Hoover to Rankin, 3/11/64 62-109090-NR Hoover relates info to Rankin 

that was obtained by a phone tap on Marina phone conversation w/ Mrs 

Declan Ford (on 11/30/’63. . . gist here is that according to Hoover Marina 

was convinced that Lee took a shot at Gen. Walker and at Kennedy. .. 

-Hoover also cites info from a the Book Depository employee who reported 

she saw Oswald w/ a Coca-Cola in TSBD shortly after the assassination . . 

.Hoover insists this remain “secret” due to the nature of the source. So 

Rankin knew about the tap on Marina’s phone lines. . . 

Dallas to Director, 3/4/64 62-109060-NR Sample of FBI bug on Marina’s 

phone and her discussion/ Mrs Declan Ford... lengthy. . . 

Two news stories on FBI tap on Marina. Washington Star News 4/20/’75 

and one by Dallas Morning News 11/1/’75 p. 7A (Source: Weisberg’s 

Marina, 1978-07. Note there are other news stories re: Marina who in later 

exonerated her husband in the JFK shooting. . . 

Shanklin to File 3/5/’64, 100-10461-3783 Notes that Marina was still under 

physical surveillance as well as phone bugging. . . 

SAC, NY, to Director, FBI, 6/26/1962 105-82555-27 (section 1) Note 

Marina’s status as Lee’s wife classified as M-1 (Immigrant Visa —spouse of 

US citizen)... 

Specter to Rankin, 1/30/’64 Rankin Papers, Box 10, folder 167 .. . series of 

questions... .esp. how much time was she under questioning by SS and FBI. 

..and time between interrogation sessions.


